Greetings to the Senators, State Representatives and Connecticut residents involved in this civil dialog.
There will be many who speak of the constitutionality of keeping and bearing arms as being purposeful
for individual protection of life and liberty, and I fully concur. I won't consume my moment to speak on a
matter that those who oppose gun rights don't care about, and those who hold onto these rights will
simply agree with.
Instead I seek to speak to the causative factors which are softly being ignored for several reasons.
People are, I think, frankly ashamed to confront the root causes. A society that medicates children for
behavioral issues in lieu of proactive prevention, and stimulates increased milk, vegetables and meat
through chemical enhancements creates a biologically imbalanced society.
A society which can't survive or be content on one primary salary, thus removing one or both parents, or
through divorce or imprisonment deprives a child of one parent who is charged with mentoring and
raising there children creates and emotionally imbalanced society.
A nation who reduces a pre-born human child to biological waste or aborted matter (even though if a
single cell organism were found on Mars it would be declared "life found on Mars", and then terminates
over 1 million pre-born children a year, creates a morally imbalanced society.
A government which manages so many roles which should be handled by individuals creates a
responsibility imbalanced society.
Lastly, a people who used to understand, appreciate and praise a sovereign God or at least tolerate
those who do, and recognize our faith and standards created the foundation for our society to be
stabile, who now seek to erase His presence from all social dialog creates a spiritually dying society.
Stick control wouldn't have prevented Cain from killing Abel, any more than hammer control would
prevent the 28,000 blunt force homicides annually in the US.
The nature of an out of balance human being is chaos and destructive. Focus on preventing them from
getting broken instead of fecklessly reacting to the damage they do afterwards. Their unchanged cycle
of being damaged, creating destruction and embracing death will effect more people if we are left less
capable to respond to their carnage.
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